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cooling at 10:09 a.m. 95.0 Chicken salad bar 38.0

Matthew Bratton

Victoria Murphy

12/02/20222795 - Murphy, Victoria

(336) 703-3814

X

Chicken cooling at 10:50 a.m. 65.0 Ham salad bar 39.0

Chicken Pot Pie cooling at 10:09 a.m. 56.0 Tuna Salad salad bar 40.0

Chicken Pot Pie cooling at 10:50 a.m. 49.0 Watermelon salad bar 40.0

Fried Chicken final cook 198.0 Bologna deli case 36.0

Rotisserie Chicken final cook 183.0 Olive Loaf deli case 36.0

Baked Chicken final cook 190.0 Grape Chicken
Salad walk-in cooler 36.0

Fried Apples final cook 187.0 Cole Slaw walk-in cooler 40.0

Gravy hot holding 154.0 Hot Water 3-compartment sink 126.0
Mashed Sweet
Potatoes hot holding 140.0 Quat Sani 3-compartment sink 150.0

Sushi Rice pH sushi station 3.9

Tuna sushi station 29.0

Shrimp Salad sushi station 38.0

Spicy Crab sushi station 34.0
Chicken Noodle
Soup 2nd reheat 167.0
Broccoli and
Cheese Soup 2nd reheat 194.0

Greek Pizza sammy station 38.0

Italian Wrap sammy station 39.0

Cole Slaw sammy station 39.0

Baked Potato Salad sammy station 37.0

lfs149cm2@lowesfoods.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  LOWES FOOD 149 Establishment ID:  3034020297

Date:  12/01/2022  Time In:  9:50 AM  Time Out:  1:35 PM

Certifications
Name Certificate # Type Issue Date Expiration Date
Katina Marshall Food Service 08/23/2022 08/23/2027

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

10 6-301.12 Hand Drying Provision-PF: There were no paper towel at the front handwashing sink. Each handwashing sink or group
of adjacent handwashing sinks shall be provided with:
(A) Individual, disposable towels. CDI: The PIC supplied paper towel.

16 4-501.114 Manual and Mechanical Warewashing Equipment, Chemical Sanitization - Temperature, pH, Concentration and
Hardness-P: A cutting board was sanitizing in a solution of 0ppm. A chemical sanitizer used in a sanitizing solution for a manual
or mechanical operation at contact times specified under 4-703.11(C) shall meet the criteria specified under §7-204.11
Sanitizers, Criteria, shall be used in accordance with the EPA-registered label use instructions. CDI: The PIC produced a solution
of 150 ppm //4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils-REPEAT-P: 9 pans and
2 bowls were stored soiled in the clean dish area. Food-contact surfaces shall be clean to sight and touch. VR: A verification is
required by 12/2/22. Contact Victoria Murphy at (336)703-3814 or murphyvl@forsyth.cc

19 3-403.11 Reheating for Hot Holding-P: The following commercially packaged items were heated to temperatures less than 135 F
before being placed into hot holding: chili (112 F), chicken noodle (128 F), broccoli and cheese soup (88 F). (C) Potentially
hazardous food that has been commercially processed and packaged in a food processing plant that is inspected by the
regulatory authority that has jurisdiction over the plant, shall be heated to a temperature of at least 57 C (135 F) when being
reheated for hot holding. CDI: All items were reheated to temperatures above 165 F before being placed into the hot holding unit.

33 3-501.15 Cooling Methods-REPEAT-PF: Lettuce, spinach, and spring mix placed on the salad bar 1 hour and 30 minutes prior
per PIC measured at temperature ranges of 45 F-48 F./chicken pot pie measured at 56 F at 10:09 a.m. and 49 F at 10:58 a.m.
(A) Cooling shall be accomplished in accordance with the time and temperature criteria specified under § 3-501.14 by using one
or more of the following methods based on the type of food being cooled:(1) Placing the food in shallow pans; (2) Separating the
food into smaller or thinner portions;(3) Using rapid cooling equipment; (4) Stirring the food in a container placed in an ice water
bath; or (5) Using containers that facilitate heat transfer; (6) Adding ice as an ingredient; or (7) Other effective methods. /(B)
When placed in cooling or cold holding equipment, food containers in which food is being cooled shall be:(1) Arranged in the
equipment to provide maximum heat transfer through the container walls; and (2) Loosely covered, or uncovered if protected
from overhead contamination as specified under Subparagraph 3-305.11(A)(2), during the cooling period to facilitate heat
transfer from the surface of the food. CDI: The items were place into the walk-in freezer to be brought down to temperatures
below 41 F before being placed into the cold holding unit.

44 4-901.11 Equipment and Utensils, Air-Drying Required-C: Several dishes were stored and stacked wet in the clean dish areas.
After cleaning and sanitizing, equipment and utensils:
shall be air-dried

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment-REPEAT: Remove rust build up from grates inside deli cases/
recaulk interior of hood where caulking is separated/remove moldy caulk from around front handwashing sink and vegetable prep
sink and recaulk/dish shelves rusting/floor grates rusting/recaulk around base board of hot holding case. Equipment shall be
maintained cleanable and in good repair. *taken to half due to improvement from previous inspections although new issues are
present*

49 4-601.11 (B) and (C) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils-REPEAT-C: Cleaning is
needed to/on the following: tracks and interior of deli cases,stainless cabinets, interior of hot hold cabinet and blast chiller;
shelving and rolling racks inside walk-in cooler, under cutting boards on make-units, and outer surfaces of equipment. Nonfood-
contact surfaces of equipment shall be kept free of an accumulation of dust, dirt, food residue, and other debris.

51 5-205.15 System Maintained in Good Repair-C: A leak was observed at the hot handle of the 3-compartment sink. A plumbing
system shall be maintained in good repair.

54 5-501.115 Maintaining Refuse Areas and Enclosures-REPEAT-C: Cleaning is needed on dumpster pad around outside
compactor. A storage area and enclosure for refuse, recyclables, or returnables shall be maintained free of unnecessary items,
as specified under § 6-501.114, and clean.

55 6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions-REPEAT-C: Cleaning is needed to/on all floors, walls, and ceilings throughout
the establishment . Physical facilities shall be cleaned as often as necessary to maintain them clean



Additional Comments
Sammy make-unit is not currently operating and the establishment is purchasing a new unit


